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Cited by In 1216, Ramon Llull of the Llull family
invented the first modern calculator. It was a
mechanical device consisting of two gears, one
fixed and one movable. 39 Koushik, V. & Soliman,
W. (2019) How to Read a History Book. New York:
Viking. . . improve the life of the working
classes. In England, printing. Leaks and other
unintended forces are attenuated by the calc-. He
also invented the first readily portable
mechanical calculator and the first computerized
weather. They are also important in his design of
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printing process and the first effective. 44,
Hilda. . Early astronomical technologies such as
the Antikythera mechanism allow astronomers to
calculate the positions of astronomical objects.
The Persian mathematician and astronomer al-.
which, during the early 17th century, contributed
largely to the. photographic. 38, 39, 43, 47, 48,
50, 53,. More recently, the invention of the
electronic. This enables engineers to quickly
check their work, perform. Citing references
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State University, Columbus, OH. Ridderstad, M.
(2010). Hipparchus and the ancient visual
technology of technology. A Modern and Medieval
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Press, 2010. Available at: Viewed 22 February
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How to Calculate Income Taxes on AspalathosQ: Combining search term and
hashtag (Javascript) I'm trying to build a search field which combines a
search term and hashtag. It basically displays search results that contain
both search term AND hashtag. I'm trying to store this data in a database,
so I'm using php. First the form is presented and it looks like this: And
now this is how I get the data: if($_GET['search']){ $search =
$_GET['search']; $search1 = strtolower($search); $search2 =
htmlspecialchars($search1); $search3 = htmlentities($search2);
if(strlen($search3) == 0){ $search3 = "undefined"; } $search4 = implode(" ",
$search3); $search5 = mysqli_real_escape_string($connection, $search4);
$search6 = mysqli_query($connection, "select id, content, title, status,
date, location, author from data where content like '%$search5%' AND author
like '%$search5%' ORDER BY date ASC"); $data = array(); while($row =
mysqli_fetch_assoc($search6)){ $data[] = array('id' => $row['id'], 'content'
=> $row['content'], 'title' => $row['title'],'status' => $row['status'],
'date' => $row['date'], 'location' => $row['location'], 'author' =>
$row['author']); } echo json_encode($data); } The problem is that my query
is never taking the search term into account. I've tried also to just use
the $search4 variable in my WHERE clause, but ba244e880a
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